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OVERVIEW

 Brief explanation of long term care insurance products. 

 Provide a description of the Department’s rate increase review 

process while examining an actual rate increase request. 

 Highlight an additional rate filing to illustrate industry situation. 

 Depict Department and nationwide concerns and focus.

 Provide additional resources. 



BACKGROUND

 Presented overview of product to the Banking and Insurance Committee on September 24, 2018. 

 The presentation is included within your packets. 

 Some brief LTC facts:

 Policies can be sold on an individual or group basis.

 Provide monetary compensation in the form of a daily benefit amount to help pay for costs associated 
with long term care (i.e., nursing home, respite care, home health care) when an individual satisfies 
specific criteria, normally limits of activities of daily life, and requires treatment and assistance. 

 Policyholder can purchase an inflation protection rider or BIO that increases the initial daily benefit 
amount a certain simple or compounded percentage (1-5%) each year.

 Policyholders can select a benefit duration typically 1-5 years or unlimited/lifetime. 

 Policies may have an elimination period. 

 Policies are guaranteed renewable (only cancelable at the option of the insured or by the insurer for 
non-payment of premium). 

 Over the past decade rate increase requests have become more frequent as insurers realize the 
separation between projected claims and premium, as well as, the difference in projected assumptions 
regarding lapse rates and interest rates. 



RATE INCREASES ARE PERMITTED

 Long term care insurance companies can increase rates on 

policies previously sold. 

 No statutory or regulatory prohibition on rate increases. 

 Language permitting the rate increase included within the policy. 

 All rate increases are subject to prior approval by the 

Commissioner. (KRS 304.14-120, 806 KAR 14:007, &  806 KAR 

17:081)



RATE INCREASE REVIEW STATISTICS

 Since 2016:

 45 different insurance companies have submitted a total of 206 different 
rate increase request filings. 

 The Department has approved 123 rate increase requests.

 The average increase requested was 49%*.

 Increases range from 5% to 231%.

 46 requests 25% or under.

 20 requests were above 90% .

 The average approved increase was 24%*

 Increases approved range from 1% to 126%**

 80 approvals 25% or under. 

 3 approvals were over 90%. 

 64 approvals were modified from original request.

*All percentages are based on weighted averages.
** 126% is the actuarial value based on a multi-year phase in.



RATE REVIEW PROCESS

 Insurer electronically files a rate increase 

request to the Department complete with 

various attachments as required under 806 

KAR 17:081. 

 Cover Sheet provides basic filing information:

 Product type;

 Currently marketed;

 Average rate increase;

 Number of policyholders in Kentucky;

 Average premium changes; and

 Prior rate increase (if applicable).



RATE REVIEW PROCESS

 Insurer required to provide detailed actuarial 

memorandum supporting the rate increase 

request.

 Actuarial memorandum provides:

 Policy background and information;

 Policyholder options to mitigate rate increase request;

 Rate increase justification (provide previous assumptions 
and deviations from anticipated experience that indicate 
the lifetime loss ratios are higher than expected); 

 Detailed actuarial assumptions related to morbidity, 
mortality, voluntary lapses, interest rates, expenses, 
policyholder behavior, future rate action; and

 Various detailed appendices and exhibits. 



RATE REVIEW PROCESS

 Rate filings subject to independent actuarial review. 

 Actuaries correspond directly with insurers.

 Factors considered include:

 Lifetime projections of earned premium and incurred claims;

 Projected lifetime loss ratios;

 Pricing assumptions and explanations including interest rates, 
morbidity, and lapse rates; 

 Comparison to new product premiums, if available;

 Impact to various subsets of policyholders; 

 State by state comparison; and

 Prior period premium review and projection. 



RATE REVIEW PROCESS

 Projections of loss ratio are one factor in 
justification for rate increases. 

 Minimum loss ratio for long term care 
policies is 60%.

 Insurer in this instance with an 87.3% rate 
increase loss ratio projects to get to 
64.1%.

 In this particular case, the insurer agreed to 
a flat 20% rate increase even though they 
“firmly believe(s) that the requested rate 
increase of 87.3% is actuarially justified.”

 Insurers that do not get the full increase 
requested often state they will request future 
rate increases. 



RATE REVIEW PROCESS – COMPLEX FILING

 Some rate filings require further consideration of specific 
policies and the type of benefits included.

 Normal breakdown considers:

 Benefit increase option. 

 Benefit duration.

 Insurer requests a weighted average increase of 69%.

 The increase applies 90% to those policyholders with lifetime benefits, and 
62% for limited benefits. 

 Not attempting to achieve the 60% minimum loss ratio. 

 Provide policyholders with alternative options:

 Reductions in daily benefit amount;

 Reductions in benefit period;

 Reductions in inflation levels;

 Elimination of inflation protection;

 Increases in elimination period; and

 Elimination of policy riders. 

 Insurer also provided alternative options including a multi-
year rate action plan (Department would currently 
approve a subsequent rate increase in two years) or a 
more significant one time rate increase of 138% and 91%. 



RATE REVIEW PROCESS- COMPLEX FILING

 Nationwide experience projection with Kentucky 

approved rate increases.

 Demonstrates significant issues nationwide for this 

particular block of business sold from 1993 through 2003.

 Additional portion of filing breakdowns the projected 

loss ratios by benefit period.   



RATE REVIEW PROCESS – COMPLEX FILING

 After significant review, additional requests and 
conferences, the Department approved: 

 40% rate increase for the lifetime duration benefit blocks; 
and

 30% rate increase for the limited duration benefit blocks.

 Require a multi-year phase in for increases over 30%.

 Require alternative options for policyholders to mitigate 
premium increase.

 Review and approve correspondence provided to 
policyholders.

 State by state rate increase comparison chart also 
included, reviewed, and considered to see where 
Kentucky compares to other states. 



DEPARTMENT SUMMARY

 Long term care insurance rate increase requests are a significant 
concern for the Kentucky Department and Nationwide.

 Collaborate with other state departments to devise solutions.

 Balancing financial solvency concerns of insurer with consumer 
interests to approve justified rate increases. 

 Process takes months and often requires insurers to withdraw and re-
file rate increase requests. 

 Ensure impact of rate increases are mitigated through alternative 
options, multi-year phase in, and rate guarantees.

 Focus on improving review process to become more timely and 
efficient. 



THANK YOU

 Additional resources include:

 Consumers contact Kentucky Department of Insurance:

 http://insurance.ky.gov/PPC/Documents/ConsComplaintWithInstr052019.pdf

 Phone: 502-564-6034

 Rate and Form Filing Information for Kentucky: 

https://filingaccess.serff.com/sfa/home/KY or submit open records request. 

 NAIC Long term Care Insurance (EX) Task Force: https://naic-

cms.org/cmte_ex_ltci_tf.htm

 California State Rate Comparison and History Guide: 

http://www.insurance.ca.gov/01-consumers/105-type/95-guides/05-health/01-

ltc/index.cfm

http://insurance.ky.gov/PPC/Documents/ConsComplaintWithInstr052019.pdf
https://filingaccess.serff.com/sfa/home/KY
https://naic-cms.org/cmte_ex_ltci_tf.htm
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